Black Workers Matter: How the District’s History of Exploitation & Discrimination Continues to Harm Black Workers

By Doni Crawford and Kamolika Das

The District’s economy is strong on a number of important indicators such as employment, job growth, and increased wages, but the overall trends mask staggering racial inequalities. The District’s deep history of exploitation and discrimination against Black workers—including stolen labor when DC was a hub for slavery, restrictions of free Black workers to the lowest-paid jobs, federal government job discrimination through much of the 20th century, and exclusion of many Black workers from New Deal labor laws—led to present-day racial disparities in many employment-related metrics including occupations, wages, employment levels, benefits, and opportunities to grow wealth.

The differences in employment and income opportunities between Black DC residents and white DC residents are stark. Black residents are seven times as likely as white residents to be unemployed, despite actively looking for work, which cannot be attributed to differences in education or skills-training alone. Similarly, vast racial wealth differences cannot be explained by education, employment, or income alone. Black workers have been excluded from wealth-building opportunities such as homeownership, high-paying jobs and high-value business ownership. This report further finds that:

- There are major disparities in the most common occupations held by Black workers compared with white workers. Black workers are more likely to work jobs that require manual labor and pay lower wages than white workers, such as cashiers, janitors and building cleaners.

- Black workers’ lack of access to high-paying jobs leads to significant racial income disparities. The Black median household income in DC is $45,200 and has not improved over the past decade, while the median household income for white households is more than three times higher at $142,500 and growing.

- The District’s Black unemployment levels have failed to fully recover since the recession and Black-white unemployment disparities continue to grow. DC’s returning citizens, who are overwhelmingly Black men, face additional barriers to employment including hiring bias and local regulations that restrict access to occupational licenses.
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• Black workers have fewer benefits such as health insurance, paid leave, and employer-provided retirement contributions than white workers. White working parents are far more likely to receive health insurance, as well as a pension or retirement plan, through an employer or union, than Black working parents.

• Black entrepreneurs face greater obstacles to accessing capital than white entrepreneurs which further exacerbates the wealth gap. The average business value (measured in annual revenue) of Black-owned businesses is $125,371, just one-seventh of the average value of white-owned businesses.

Institutional racism is present at every stage of employment from job training and hiring to compensation and promotion, and the District needs far-reaching structural change to instill racial and economic equity. A few District recommendations for putting us on this path include the following:

• Encourage employers to pay a living wage, especially for the lowest paid industries where Black workers are overrepresented.

• Enforce existing wage and worker protection laws and adopt stronger protections.

• Reduce barriers and prioritize employment for returning citizens.

• Eliminate inequitable and ineffective economic development incentives and enforce DC’s “First Source” Law.

• Invest in Black-owned legacy small businesses.

• Strengthen the District’s workforce development systems through increased oversight, improved data collection, adequate funding, and new partnerships with high-demand sectors.

When Black workers succeed, we all succeed. It is time for the District to ensure that we do.

DON’T ALL WORKERS MATTER?
The focus of this report is limited to Washington, DC’s Black workers because Black residents have been at the center of “Chocolate City’s” culture, economy, civic life, and identity for generations. But the Black share of DC’s population has been falling steadily, from 70 percent in 1980 to only 46 percent today. The Black residents who still reside in the District face higher levels of poverty and unemployment than any other racial group. As such, we felt it was important to highlight the history of systemic racism and discriminatory policies and practices that have led to these disparities. We fully recognize that Latinx, Asian, American Indian, and residents from other races and ethnicities also have a rich history in the District and face unique barriers to employment and high-quality jobs. The focus on Black residents does not imply otherwise.

An examination of the District’s long history of exploitation of Black workers and their communities is crucial to understanding current economic racial disparities

Stolen Black Labor

“The District of Columbia (was) the very citadel of slavery, the place most zealously watched and guarded by the slave power and where humane tendencies were most speedily detected and sternly opposed.”

-Frederick Douglass, 1883

The place now known as the District of Columbia was established as a slave capital in 1790 on land seized violently from the Nanticoke and Piscataway peoples by English colonizers. City commissioners immediately needed labor to construct the city so they forced enslaved Black people to labor from sunrise to sunset to clear the physical landscape that would support federal buildings, public squares and the local population. Enslaved Black people further made up about half of the workers used to build the White
Enslaved Black women primarily were forced into domestic service, taking care of the homes and children of white people.

For a long time, the District was home to a robust slave trade and it became the largest slave-trading city in the nation by the 1830s. But after years of resistance by the enslaved, runaways and free Black and white abolitionists, the District became the first place where enslaved Black people were freed by federal action in 1862. DC was the only instance of direct federal government compensation to enslavers, ultimately spending nearly $1 million, while formerly enslaved people received zero compensation.

**Restrictions on Black Labor and Wages and Exclusions from Worker Protections**

"You cannot prescribe the same wages for the Black man as for the white man."

-Democratic Representative Martin Dies, 1937

From DC’s earliest days, free Black people faced overwhelming restrictions on their labor. Prior to emancipation, the District was home to a substantial free Black community that saw the capital as a beacon of freedom and opportunity. But white fear soon led to legal restrictions called Black Codes, which were originally designed to restrict the relative freedom of the free Black community by instituting curfew, prohibiting assembly, and requiring evidence of Black freedom. By 1836, the Black codes included an occupational license ban for any trade with the exception of driving carts and carriages and prohibitions on Black people operating taverns and eating establishments. As a result, free Black men were mostly confined to construction and maintenance work, jobs as hack drivers, and cook and waiter positions while free Black women largely were limited to domestic service positions. By 1900, about 90 percent of Black women workers in the District worked in domestic service.

Black workers were forced to work under harsh and exploitative conditions for the lowest wages. Tipped work spread across the country after the Civil War as a way for white employers to avoid paying formerly enslaved Black people a fair wage—this especially impacted Black Pullman porters and restaurant workers. The positions Black workers were confined to further provided little to no opportunity for wealth building and most of their jobs—most notably domestic service—were excluded from New Deal programs, including the Social Security Act of 1935; the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 which affirmed fair worker unionization practices and collective bargaining; and the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 which created minimum wage, the deplorable subminimum wage (which especially affected tipped workers and people with disabilities), the eventual forty-hour work week and overtime provisions.

Many labor unions were fraught with racial discrimination—Black workers were often barred from membership or segregated within unions, and the occupational segregation of Black workers was often reinforced. The Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) was founded in 1935 as a direct challenge to the segregated and racist practices of the American Federation of Labor (AFL). And to this day, it remains difficult to unionize domestic work.
Federal and Local Government Discrimination against Black Workers

Many Black DC residents saw public service as a chance to achieve economic mobility, because the hiring process of the federal government was largely meritocratic. By 1891, Black workers made up 10 percent of the federal workforce and it continued to be a major source of employment for Black workers into the early twentieth century. But Black manual workers received little pay and few benefits. Black workers, as a whole, fared worse at the local level, representing just two percent of all District clerks.

The election of openly racist President Woodrow Wilson in 1912 further compounded matters as his administration quickly segregated federal workspaces, restrooms and office buildings, significantly reduced the number of Black federal government appointees and denied qualified Black applicants and Black workers from receiving promotions.

The onset of World War II presented more opportunities for work, and many Black job seekers moved to the District as part of The Great Migration, the exodus of six million Black Americans from the South to the North and West. The Black population in DC increased by nearly 50 percent, totaling more than 280,000 people in the 1940s. But Black workers continued to face employment discrimination for federal and local government jobs. Over 60 percent of Black federal workers were relegated to custodial work while only 2 percent of Black federal workers held higher-level positions.

Black Wealth Deprivation

White policymakers, local administrators and private actors deprived Black people of the many wealth opportunities that white people enjoyed. The Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) and the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) systematically denied Black people from buying homes through redlining. Nationwide, Black people received less than one percent of mortgages between 1930 and 1960, missing out on the opportunity for economic stability and the ability to pass down generational wealth. The GI Bill for World War II veterans similarly excluded Black veterans from receiving low-cost mortgages for homes, tuition assistance, and low-interest business loans.

Black people were also deprived of the communities they created in the only places available to them. Urban renewal was a federal government initiative that largely destroyed Black communities in favor of economic development projects, such as hospitals, offices, universities, housing, highways, etc. In Southwest DC, to support urban renewal projects in the 1950s and 1960s, the city bulldozed 560 acres of land, including 6,000 homes and 1,500 businesses. This displaced 23,000 predominately Black residents, many of whom ended up in Anacostia. This clearance ushered in the construction of Interstate 95 through Southwest DC, which not only was used to encourage and accommodate white flight, but also the movement of jobs outside of the city. In the long run, urban renewal deprived Black people of their homes, communities and stable work.
The Arrival of Home Rule and Mayor Barry Lead to Black Inclusion and Equity

The District regained locally elected self-government—still with Congressional restrictions and oversight—as a result of the DC Home Rule Act of 1973. This presented an opportunity for Black workers to work within DC government and as elected leaders. Black representatives were elected to all but two of the open Mayoral, Chair and Council seats. Under the District’s second mayor, Marion Barry, District government became even more representative of the Black residents it served through an expansion of Black public employment; it improved city services for Black communities such as trash pickup, public transportation, street cleaning and refurbished playground; white contractors were required to hire Black workers to get government business; and Black-owned businesses received a far greater proportion of city contracts.

Other Present-Day Elements of Systemic Racism Create Barriers to Good Jobs and Wealth-Building for Black DC Residents

The employment prospects of Black DC residents also are affected by racial and gender bias and labor market discrimination, higher risk of job loss among Black workers, transportation inequities, racism in education, and the disparate treatment of Black residents in the criminal justice system.

- Black women historically have been more likely to work than white women and they continue to carry disproportionate financial burdens. They are often the primary financial providers and caregivers of their children, grandchildren and aging parents and face more difficulty finding employment than white women and white men. Black women battle racism and sexism in the labor market, leading to higher rates of unemployment and pay inequities. And once employed, Black women frequently encounter microaggressions and are emotionally burdened with racist tropes. These realities are undoubtedly present within the District.

- Multiple studies in other cities have indicated that Black applicants with identical credentials and educational attainment as white applicants receive far fewer callbacks and job offers. These studies
are consistent with the District’s statistics, where the unemployment rate for Black college graduates is three times higher than the rate for non-Black college graduates.41

• The US Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) “Jobs Proximity Index” data demonstrates that majority-Black neighborhoods in DC, especially in Southeast, have much weaker job markets and access to employment opportunities than more racially diverse neighborhoods.42 The District Department of Transportation reported that Ward 8 residents have the longest average commutes, making it more difficult to find jobs in accessible locations.43 In addition to the geographic barriers faced by many Black DC residents, studies have found that employers discriminate against applicants with longer commutes. Given that the average non-white DC resident lives approximately 1 mile further from jobs than the average white DC resident, this discrimination disproportionately hurts Black applicants.44

• Racism in education has led to educational differences by race that affect employment. We have shown that in DC, Black students often do not get the resources they deserve, and many leave school without the tools needed to thrive in college or start a good career – upholding generations of racial and socioeconomic disparities.45 However, even when Black workers have the same educational opportunities and credentials as white workers, disparities persist because of racial bias and discrimination.

• Racial bias in police interactions, arrests, and sentencing leave Black residents disproportionately represented across every part of the District’s criminal justice system. The overwhelming majority of DC returning citizens are Black men.46 Justice-involved job-seekers face additional barriers to employment such as flawed criminal background checks that limit prospective employee pools and local regulations that restrict access to occupational licenses.47 These barriers contribute to the low employment rates among employable returning citizens entering supervision, and exacerbate the white-Black employment gap.

Black Resistance

“I think, then, that Negroes must concern themselves with every single means of struggle: legal, illegal, passive, active, violent and non-violent. That they must harass, debate, petition, give money to court struggles, sit-in, lie-down, strike, boycott, sing hymns, pray on steps—and shoot from their windows when the racists come cruising through their communities.”

-Lorraine Hansberry, 1962

Despite occupational and workplace segregation and deprivation of wealth-building opportunities, Black people in the District fought and continue to fight for their rights on all fronts, including the right to be free, work and own a business.

• Mina Queen, one of five hundred enslaved people, filed freedom suits from 1800 to 1862.

• The Pearl Affair of 1848 was the largest escape ever attempted in the nation by enslaved people.

• Black DC residents created self-reliant institutions to successfully counter legal segregation. These institutions included
schools, banks, churches, media, benevolent societies, and businesses such as funeral parlors, restaurants, retail stores, and barbershops. The Whitelaw hotel, Industrial Bank, Lee’s Flower Shop, the Miner Normal School, and the first Black YMCA in the country are among those founded.

• Rosebud Murraye, Bertha Saunders and Maggie Keys challenged segregated federal workplaces.

• The New Negro Alliance was established in 1933 by Black private sector workers to advance economic and civil rights. They successfully picketed and boycotted white-owned businesses that refused to hire Black workers, such as Safeway.

These historical themes provide context for the economic inequality that Black workers continue to face in the District.

The Impacts of Anti-Black Racism on Black Workers in the District

The District’s deep history of exploitation and discrimination against Black workers directly led to present-day racial disparities in many employment-related outcomes, including the most common occupations, wages, employment levels, benefits, and opportunities to grow wealth. The barriers that Black residents have faced and continued to face also result in Black residents being denied opportunities to benefit from DC’s current prosperity.

Major Disparities in the Most Common Occupations Held by Black Workers

The types of jobs that are more common among Black workers are more likely to require manual labor and pay less compared to the white workers’ most common jobs. The majority of occupations held by Black workers are in the service sector, industries that are plagued by lower wages, temporary contracts, so-called “flexible” schedules that do not guarantee work hours, and fewer benefits (Figure 1).
The five most common occupations held by Black workers are, in order: cashiers, janitors and building cleaners, secretaries and administrative assistants, miscellaneous managers, and security guards and surveillance officers.

By contrast, the five most common occupations held by white workers are judicial workers, miscellaneous managers, management analysts, and postsecondary teachers.

As one sign of racial segregation in jobs, only two occupations are among the top 10 for both Black and white residents: miscellaneous managers and secretaries/administrative assistants.

**Black Workers’ Lack of Access to High-Paying Jobs Leads to Significant Racial Income Disparities**

The District’s workforce has become increasingly polarized with a growing gap between high-earning white-collar professional workers and low-earning workers who provide essential services, and this gap falls largely along racial lines.

- The median income for white households (non-Hispanic) in DC stood at $142,500 in 2018, over three times as high as the Black median household income at $45,200.
- While the median household income for white households (non-Hispanic) increased by $17,000 from 2008, the median household income for Black households remained flat.48
- Income disparities at the ward level are even more alarming. Ward 8, which is 90 percent Black, has a median household income of $34,034, less than half of the District-wide median.59

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most Common Occupations held by White Workers (with corresponding median salaries)50</th>
<th>Most Common Occupations held by Black Workers (with corresponding median salaries)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cashiers</strong> ($24,800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyers, judges, magistrates, and other judicial workers ($161,900)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
<td>Janitors and building cleaners ($28,930)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous managers ($135,970)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
<td>Secretaries and administrative assistants ($47,340)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management analysts ($99,740)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: MEDIAN SALARIES SOURCED FROM BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, MAY 2017 STATE OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT (SEE ENDNOTE 49 FOR MORE DETAILS)

**DC’s Tipped Workers Need a Raise** 51

Tipped workers in DC experience a poverty rate nearly twice that of other workers, and there is significant racial inequality within the tipped workforce. The poverty rate of tipped workers is 13.7 percent—more than three times the poverty rate of non-tipped workers (4.5 percent) and Black tipped workers have a poverty rate of at 18.5 percent. Black tipped workers are paid 23 percent less per hour (in wages and tips) than white tipped workers. In short, living on tips does not provide sufficient, predictable income or economic security, and tipped workers are better off when provided a higher base wage.

The Black median household income of $45,200 is far lower than the income needed to meet the cost of basic necessities in the District for most households. The DC Council Budget Office estimated that a 1-adult, 1-child family needs to earn $66,113 annually or $31.79 hourly to meet basic needs, without social safety net programs.52 In comparison, the District’s current minimum wage is $14 per hour, set to increase to $15 per hour in July 2020. A November 2017 assessment by the DC Department of Employment
Services (DOES) found that Black residents had the highest percentage of workers making less than $15 per hour, and that the typical minimum wage or low-wage DC worker is likely to be a DC resident (rather than a commuter), female, and less than college-educated.53

The biggest racial gaps in mean wages are most evident in the for-profit sector, compared to the public sector and nonprofits. On average, Black workers in the private sector make only 36 percent of what white workers make. In the nonprofit sector, Black workers make 58 percent of what white non-profit workers earn. Generally speaking, more transparent and meritocratic public sector labor practices around hiring and promotions should help minimize job discrimination and wage disparities. The wage gap is smallest in the public sector, it is still substantial; on average, Black workers make 66 percent of white federal government workers.54

---

**Median Income is Stagnant for Black Households in the District, Grows for Others as Large Racial and Ethnic Disparities Persist**

*Median Household Income, by Race and Year, Adjusted for Inflation*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Level</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black, Non-Hispanic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Non-Hispanic*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: An asterisk indicates that the 2008 median household income is statistically different from the 2018 poverty rate. Source: Author’s analysis of 2008 and 2018 American Community Survey, adjusted for inflation.*

---

**Employment Levels for Black DC Residents Have Not Fully Recovered Since the Recession & Disparities Continue to Grow**

While the Great Recession hurt all households across the nation, it was particularly disastrous for Black Americans due to the structural and systemic forces outlined above. Overall unemployment levels in the District have steadily recovered from the recession to 5.3 percent in November 2019 (the latest data available), but the recovery has been largely uneven across racial groups.55 Unemployment among Black residents remains higher than in 2007, despite nearly a decade of economic growth.

- 12.4 percent of working-age Black DC residents were unemployed in 2018, on average, compared with 9.4 percent in 2007 prior to the Great Recession.56
- At the same time, employment levels fully recovered for white workers and as a result, the white-Black employment gap is far higher now than in 2007.57
Racial Inequities in Education Limit the Ability of Black DC Residents to Succeed in DC’s Economy

Racial differences in educational attainment alone do not explain differences in occupations. However, racism in our education system and differences in educational attainment exacerbate existing disparities in access to higher-paying jobs. Institutional racism in DC’s education system is marked by inequitable funding, which shortchanges students who attend schools in low-income, primarily Black neighborhoods. From FY 2019 to FY 2020, 80 percent of the schools that faced deep budget cuts (of five percent or more) were in Wards 7 and 8. This has cascading negative consequences on teacher retention, access to high-quality curriculum materials and advanced courses, extracurricular opportunities, and mental health supports. The lack of strong, targeted public investments inhibits the educational attainment of low-income students and Black students who may be at risk of falling behind.

As the District’s labor market increasingly favors more educational attainment, this limits opportunities for residents with less than a Bachelor’s degree and disproportionately hurts Black DC residents because 27 percent of Black residents have a four-year degree compared to 91 percent of white DC residents. Black workers in the District with less educational attainment are also forced to compete for jobs with an influx of college-educated workers from neighboring states; for example, 30 percent of administrative workers in DC have college-degrees, positions that generally should not require this level of education, a rate that is much larger than the national average. The DC Department of Employment Services (DOES) estimated that in 2020, 72 percent of all jobs in the District will require at least some postsecondary education. DOES also estimates that the fastest-growing occupational categories are: 1) professional and business services and 2) educational and health services, both of which have formal training and educational requirements.
Black workers with college degrees also struggle to find jobs that match their skills. National statistics demonstrate that recent Black college graduates are more likely to work in jobs that typically do not require a college degree than recent white college graduates—a form of “underemployment.”

Inequities in Job Quality and Benefits

Black workers have fewer benefits—such as health insurance, paid leave, and employer-provided retirement contributions—than white workers.

Health Insurance

Equitable health coverage is important in the District, where there are significant disparities in health outcomes across racial groups. Access to health coverage is associated with a range of benefits including timely preventive care services, better management of chronic health issues, and better health outcomes.

The District has the second-lowest uninsured rate in the nation due to DC’s adoption of key components of the Affordable Care Act, which helped provide more health coverage options for residents of all incomes. However, uninsured rates vary greatly by race, with Black residents in DC twice as likely as white residents to lack coverage. Moreover, less than half (38 percent) of Black working parents in the District get insurance through an employer- or union-provided health insurance plan, compared to 57 percent of white (non-Hispanic) working parents.

Retirement Plans

Social Security, employer-provided pensions, and personal savings are crucial for building financial security later in life, but approximately 44 percent of the District’s private-sector employees do not offer retirement plans. This is especially significant for Black residents in the District, who represent a higher share of DC’s older adults than any other racial group. As of 2015, over half of all Black workers are not covered by a workplace retirement plan compared to less than a third (32.5 percent) of white workers. Nearly 70 percent of workers earning below $25,000 annually are not covered—disproportionately impacting Black residents.
The District’s increasingly high cost of living paired with a lack of financial resources in old age could force many older Black residents to work beyond traditional retirement age.

**Paid Leave**

Access to paid leave also varies dramatically along racial lines. The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) only guarantees unpaid leave, which many families cannot afford to take. In the District, similar percentages of white (non-Hispanic) working parents and Black parents are eligible for FMLA at 59 percent and 55 percent, respectively. However, nearly 60 percent of white (non-Hispanic) working parents are both eligible and can afford to take it compared to about a third of Black working parents. The percentage of Black working mothers who are eligible and can afford to take it is even lower, which is troubling given that 88 percent of DC’s Black mothers are key family breadwinners compared to only 49 percent of white mothers.

The District has taken steps to remedy these inequities by passing the Universal Paid Leave Act (UPLA) in December 2016. UPLA is an important step forward, but the overly prescriptive proposed rules may exclude tens of thousands of workers from accessing the benefits.

**Black Entrepreneurs Face Greater Obstacles than White Entrepreneurs in Accessing Capital, Exacerbating the Wealth Gap**

Racial wealth disparities in the District are even starker than income disparities, as the median net worth of a white household is 81 times greater than the median net worth of a Black family. Wealth accrual is vital to household economic security and mobility, but Black residents are often excluded from wealth-building opportunities such as homeownership, high-paying jobs, and high-value business ownership.

Throughout the nation, Black-owned firms have a more difficult time obtaining credit and receiving loans than white-owned firms, even after accounting for business performance and credit risk. Barriers to capital make it more difficult for Black business owners to grow their businesses. As a result, there are jarring disparities in the average business value, measured in annual revenue, of white-owned and Black-owned businesses in the District.

- The average value of white-owned businesses is $817,438 in annual revenue, 6.5 times higher than the $125,317 average value of Black-owned businesses.
- Small businesses east of the Anacostia River are lent less money than small businesses in the western parts of DC. For example, Wards 7 and 8 received $3,407 and $3,709 in small-business loans per employee, respectively, compared to $6,006 per employee in Ward 3 and $6,536 in Ward 4.

**Recommendations for Building Racial Equity in Employment and Entrepreneurship in DC**

There are no simple or quick steps to reverse the impacts of centuries of racism on the jobs and income opportunities for Black DC residents. Nevertheless, there are a series of steps the District can take, focused
on Black workers earning low wages and Black entrepreneurs, that will help the District move toward greater economic equity.

**Encourage employers to pay a living wage, especially for the lowest paid industries where Black workers are overrepresented**

Given that the minimum wage still falls short of meeting the basic needs of DC workers, the District should continue to take steps to encourage the employers to pay a “living wage” to their workers. A living wage is a more accurate depiction of the cost of a household’s basic needs. A Massachusetts Institute of Technology analysis shows that a worker with two children in the District must make $33.60 per hour to support their family, while an individual with no dependents must make $17.76 per hour.

In the District, a living wage would particularly benefit workers in food preparation and service, healthcare support, personal care and service, building and grounds cleaning and maintenance, and sales and related occupations that typically pay below the living wage standard.79

There are at least two ways to expand access to living wage jobs in DC.

- **Update DC’s Official Living Wage:** The District requires government contractors and recipients of government assistance to pay their workers at least DC’s living wage standard. Yet that standard—set in the mid-2000s and only adjusted for inflation since then—is just $14.50 per hour. That is only fifty cents more than the current DC minimum wage and well below the MIT living wage standard even for a single person.80 By 2020, the official DC living wage will actually be lower than the minimum wage, meaning that it will have little or no impact on raising worker wages. Revisiting the DC living wage level will raise wages for many workers who work under DC contracts.

- **Implement the Living Wage Certification Program:** The District is developing a Living Wage Certification Program to recognize and incentivize small businesses who pay a living wage and reward them with business promotion. As the District works to develop this program, it should use an updated living wage level, not DC’s current $14.50 per hour living wage. The certification process also should account for businesses that offer a good benefits package and determine whether program design could negatively impact Black-owned legacy businesses (see below). It should prioritize finding living wage solutions for the lowest-paid industries to ensure that workers who overwhelmingly take care of our needs, are also able to take care of their own.

**Enforce existing wage and worker protection laws and adopt stronger protections**

Despite the existence of labor laws such as the Minimum Wage Act of 2013, Paid and Sick Leave Amendment Act of 2013, Workplace Fraud Amendment Act of 2013 and the Wage Theft Prevention Amendment Act of 2014, wage theft violations by employers—instances where employers don’t comply with wage or other labor laws—remains prevalent and disproportionately impact low-wage Black workers. For example, a recent report commissioned by the Office of the Attorney General (OAG) found that illegal worker misclassification, a form of payroll fraud, results in labor cost evasion
ranging from 16 to 48 percent within the District’s construction industry. And a 2016 paid sick day compliance project conducted by DC Jobs with Justice found that 75 percent of businesses visited were violating the law by denying and failing to inform workers about their rights to paid sick days.

The District should work to ensure that it responds to worker complaints in a timely manner. Current legislation states that an initial determination be given within 60 days of the complaint, but many workers often wait beyond the 60-day period. A timely response is urgent as it is often difficult for lower-wage workers to issue a complaint because they can face retaliation from their employer which can take even longer to resolve, resulting in a further loss of pay and sick leave. A 2017 report by the DC Just Pay Coalition recommends that the District adopt a policy to respond to employer retaliation attempts within 48 hours and shorten the complaint timeline to resolve all complaints within 60 days.

The report further recommends that the District create an Office of the Worker Advocate that could operate similarly to the Office of the Tenant Advocate. This office should be an independent agency that provides worker-friendly access to labor rights, and technical advice and legal services to workers engaged in disputes with their employer. This office should advocate on an ongoing basis for legislative changes to improve worker protections in the District.

Reduce barriers and prioritize employment for returning citizens

The overwhelming majority of returning citizens to the District are Black men, many of whom were unjustly targeted by punitive laws around illegal drugs, over-policing and sentencing disparities. Given that recently returned Black job applicants face the highest barriers to employment due to racial bias in the hiring process, the District should reduce the barriers that returning citizens face such as flawed criminal background checks and difficulties obtaining professional and occupational licenses.

Criminal records, which include both convictions and non-convictions, continue to have devastating impacts on employment opportunities. The Urban Institute found that roughly one in seven District residents has a publicly available criminal record from the past 10 years, only half of whom were convicted of a crime. Ninety-six percent of people sentenced in DC and impacted by these collateral consequences are Black. And while the District’s Fair Criminal Record Screening Act of 2014, aka "Ban the Box,” prohibits many District employers from inquiring about criminal records prior to a conditional offer of employment, it remains difficult to enforce and punitive action can still be taken for offenses as minimal as an arrest without a conviction.

Fortunately, several councilmembers introduced bills in recent years to accelerate record-sealing and increase the number of felonies that are eligible. The District should ensure that the final legislation allows for automatic expungement (i.e. not just sealing) of all misdemeanors and minor felonies after completion of a sentence.

Occupational licensing requirements are often burdensome and restrictive. Over 70 occupations in the District require a professional license, including barber and cosmetology licenses which many returning citizens seek to obtain. Many licenses require onerous training, education, fee requirements and licensing
boards consider criminal background information as a part of the licensing process, which can prevent returning citizens from acquiring these jobs. The Community Justice Project at Georgetown University Law Center and the Council for Court Excellence recommend a number of ways licensing in the District can be reformed including:

- a pre-licensing for petition process for people with criminal records;
- prohibiting boards from considering non-conviction background information and older convictions; and
- tailoring the standard boards use to review convictions by focusing only on whether it affects the applicant’s ability to perform the duties related to the license and applying that new standard across all licensed professions.

The Council should adopt the Removing Barriers to Occupational Licensing for Returning Citizens Amendment Act of 2019 which would establish a uniform standard for occupational licensing boards to only consider pending accusations or prior convictions that are directly related to the occupation, among other things.

Use the creation of a newly regulated cannabis industry to focus on equity

The District will eventually consider legislation to legalize, tax and regulate the sale of recreational cannabis. Because this will create a brand-new industry, with both job and ownership policies, this gives the District the chance to ensure that Black residents share in the benefits. This is especially important given that Black residents faced the most negative criminal justice impacts of prior cannabis policies. Policymakers should apply a restorative approach that addresses how criminalization caused historic harm to the Black community. The new industry should be designed to ensure equitable access to the industry in employment, entrepreneurship and consumption – particularly for people who have cannabis-related arrests and convictions. This could include, for example, setting aside a share of licenses for businesses in cannabis cultivation and sale for under-represented communities, and business loans and technical assistance for aspiring business owners.

Eliminate inequitable and ineffective economic development incentives and enforce DC’s “First Source” Law

In 2017, the District spent more than $61 million on economic development subsidies and other forms of government financial assistance to businesses. This is slightly more than DC spent on local funding for the District of Columbia Public Library that same year. However, research about tax subsidies demonstrates that they often have few local benefits and are ineffective in changing businesses’ behavior. In other words, they do very little to help bring jobs to DC’s longtime Black residents. There also is very little transparency or oversight for these programs.

DC’s First Source Program has been in effect for over thirty years to help reduce unemployment. The law requires companies with contractual agreements with the District government totaling $300,000 or more to enter into a First Source Employment Agreement with the DC Department of Employment Services. Fifty-one percent of all new hires on any government-assisted
project or contract between $300,000 and $5 million must be District residents. For projects totaling over $5 million, the requirements for hiring DC residents are more specific. Almost a decade ago, the DC Auditor found that contracts with companies agreeing to First Source hiring requirements of DC residents and paying Living Wage requirements were poorly monitored and non-compliant. Only a quarter of the projects investigated met the First Source hiring goals and the Living Wage requirements were entirely ignored.

Few changes have been adopted since then to address these problems. In September 2019, the DC Council introduced a bill that would require the Department of Employment Services (DOES) to publicly provide notice about active First Source projects, modify reporting requirements to be project-specific, and require that any special hiring agreements between DOES and First Source contractors are developed prior to the start of a project and shared online. The First Source Program could be an effective strategy for providing job opportunities and reducing unemployment. But without reporting standards and the risk of penalties for noncompliance, the District will never be able to enforce First Source requirements and other strategies to employ DC residents.

More broadly, the District should:

- Fully disclose all incentive deals including how much assistance was promised to the company, the number and quality of jobs promised, and timely updates about how much job creation occurred in comparison to their requirements.
- Narrow the scope of businesses that are eligible for economic development subsidies by geographic location, business size, and other metrics.
- Create a recapture provision stating that when a company fails to uphold its agreed upon job creation and quality standards, the city may recapture some or all of the awarded economic development subsidy.

If the District replaced often-wasteful corporate subsidies with spending to directly support longtime residents and locally-owned businesses, Black workers would be more likely to benefit from the city’s thriving economy.
Invest in Black-owned businesses
Instead of wasting the District’s resources on ineffective tax subsidies, the District should directly invest in Black-owned legacy small businesses—businesses that have supported their communities for years but are at risk of displacement due to soaring rents and property tax assessments. The DC Council took steps in the right direction by introducing the Protecting Local Area Commercial Enterprises Amendment Act and the Longtime Resident Business Preservation Amendment Act, both of which create programs targeting long-term support for legacy businesses. As the bills move forward, they could be better targeted to mitigate commercial displacement of Black-owned legacy small businesses and forge a more equitable commercial landscape.

For example, the Protecting Local Area Commercial Enterprises Amendment Act could include provisions to specifically target support to legacy businesses that are most at risk due to gentrification. This could include requiring businesses to show that rising rent is causing an economic hardship and targeting tax abatements on businesses in areas where commercial values have risen sharply (based on analysis by the DC Chief Financial Officer). Without such targeting, the bill could cover a very large number of businesses across the city, including many that are financially healthy, and could be very costly.99

The District should also ensure that local Black-owned businesses are awarded an equitable portion of city government contracts. In 2019, a group of Black entrepreneurs organized to request that the DC government study disparities in contracting dollars awarded to Black-, minority-, and women-owned businesses.100 Establishing a new task force to study the disparities and better target awardees of the certified business enterprise program could help bring new contracting opportunities for DC’s Black-owned businesses and allow them to expand.

Strengthen the District’s workforce development systems through increased oversight, improved data collection, adequate funding, and new partnerships with high-demand sectors
The District should strengthen its existing workforce development programs to better connect residents with long-term career opportunities. DC operates a diverse set of employment and training programs that include vocational programs in public schools, apprenticeship programs, and on-the-job training.

However, there are many indications that these investments are not living up to their potential. In recent years, for example, the Department of Employment Services (DOES) spent less than its available funding, despite widespread need for jobs services. While this problem has lessened in the last year, new concerns have surfaced that certain funds dedicated to adult job training were used for alternative purposes.101 In May 2019, several participants in DOES-funded programs testified about mismanagement in the training programs and the lack of permanent job opportunities afterwards.102

Increased oversight and reporting standards for DOES programs could help ensure that funds are used effectively and that participants find long-term employment. Improving data collection is essential for increasing oversight and reporting standards. The District must improve its capacity to generate and collect data to track workers’ progress along educational and career pathways. Better data could also help workforce
development programs make mid-course corrections if workers are not being adequately served by their current programs.

Further, the District should continue to build sector partnerships to bring together training providers, academic institutions, unions, employers, and DC government, among others. Last year, Mayor Bowser launched the DC Infrastructure Academy (DCIA) as a joint effort between the city and others including Pepco, Washington Gas, D.C. Water, and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority. Similar partnerships could be explored in other fast-growing industries not currently covered by DCIA such as healthcare and hospitality.
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